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Tile: Planview Enterprise can display information about work, requests, resources, and more in 

graphical and tabular formats. You can access this information through tiles, which appear on 

ribbons on some View screens, such as Work View.

 

 

 

Open a View Menu 

1. Log into Planview: https://vumc.pvcloud.com/planview/.  

2. Click one of the following items in the menu, depending on which tiles you want to manage: 

Requests, Work, or Resources.  

 

For the purposes of this job aid, we will manage tiles in the Work view. The instructions are 

the same for Requests or Request Portfolios, Resources or Resource Portfolios. 

3. Open a single item to edit its tiles, or open a portfolio to edit the tiles for the portfolio view. 
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Manage Ribbon Tiles 

1. On the Work View ribbon, click more… to see any additional tiles hidden from the ribbon. 

 

2. Click Manage to add or remove tiles on the ribbon. 

 

3. The Manage Ribbon Tiles view opens. 

 

Tiles currently shown in your ribbon appear in the Display list on the right. Tiles available to 

be displayed appear on the left in the Available Tiles list. 
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4. To add an available tile, Drag & Drop the tile from Available Tiles to Display, or click the 

right arrow. 

 

5. To remove a displayed tile, perform step 4 in reverse. Drag & Drop from the Display to 

Available Tiles, or click the left arrow. 

 

6. Click Save after making all changes to the tiles. 
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Organize Displayed Tiles 

The Manage Ribbon Tiles menu also allows you to change the order of displayed tiles. After 

adding all the available tiles to the Display list, you can change the order in which they appear. 

1. Open the Manage Ribbon Tiles menu by following the steps above. 

2. Drag & Drop the tiles within the Display list to change the order in which they appear in your 

View ribbon. 

 

3. To move a tile so that it appears when you click more…, but it is not on the main tiles in 

your View, move it below the gray divider bar labeled main View/more View. 

 

4. Click Save. 

 

5. To undo all changes to the tile ribbon, click Reset to Default Settings to revert to the 

Planview defaults. 
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